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HOW TO MAKE SENSE OF GAME THEORY 
• 

Wo Zfgang Spohn 

. 1. A Complaint 

Garne theory and decision theory are eongenial, or so at least one 

.would expect from their akin subject matter and their akin basic con

cepts and methods. And this expectation is justified by first inspeetion 

of the standard aeeounts of these theories: Decision theory investigates 

rational behaviour of single persons in isolation; game theory is eon-

cerned with the rationality of mutually dependent decisions of several 

'. persons; thus game theory is the more embracing theory, leaving to de

'" cis ion theory the special ease of one-person games or, aeeording to a 

'. rather unfortunate phrase, of games against nature. 

Upon eloser inspeetion, however, the standard aeeounts of garne theory 

.' and its relation to decision theory appear quite unsatisfactory. Of 
• 

course, decision theory, too, is clouded by problems; but in comparison, 

I think, game theory is additionally sapped by three connected discon

eernments: it is, to put it strongly, eonfused about the rationality 

concept appropriate to it, its assurnptions about its subjects (the 

players) are very unclear, and, as a cODsequence, it is unclear about 

the deeision rules to be applied. Or in other, somewhat paradoxieal 

words: Decision theory may be a specialization of game theory (viewed 

from game theory), but game theory as presented today is never a genera

lization of decision theory (viewed from deeision theory). Rather, in 

antieipation, game theory should be viewed as a speeialization of de

eision theory. 

This is my complaint. I shall substantiate it in the sUbsequent 

sections and explain how I think it should be remedied. 

The reader may suspect that the objections are directed to the lligher 
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and dimiller regions of game theory such as three-or-more-person games or 

games in characteristie fune t ion form, and then he may perhaps concede 

them wi l lingly. But, on the c ont rary, they address to the seemingly clean ' 

and settled base , to two-perso n zero-sum games. For the sak~ of perspi
cui ty I shall deal , only wi th games in nOLIlial fOLlll. 1 

The reader mayaIso suspect a pleading f or a Bayesian game t heory, a nd 

I shall indeed argue from a puristic Bayesian position. However, the 

label "Bayesian game theory" has become associated most notably with the 
, 

work of John C. Harsanyi, whieh seems to me to be still more game theo-

retic than decision theoretic in spirit and henee eriticizable on simi

lar grounds as the standard accounts. Thus, there is a di f ference here 
which we have to take up in the last secti on. 

In all that I am not c l aiming that the position set f orth here or any 

of the arguments for it would be new (though some twists may 'be). It is 

only that earlier attacks on game theory guided by the same spirit have 
, 

apparently been unable to stir up the received theory from its compla-

cency and to set it on a better f ou nded path;and it is this fact which 
has lEid me, to make another try. 

, 2. How to Make Sense of Game Theory 

Before substantiating the eomplaint, it is fair to outline the basic 

conviction on which it rests. This conviction is an orthodox Bayesian 
one: 

According to it, people have aims and wishes, they 1ike the world to 

" be such and such; they have ' belie fs, ,they think the world to be such and 

such; and, if rational, they act so as to promote their wishes best 

according to their be1iefs. For t he sake of definiteness, decision theo

< ry formalizes this in quantitative decision models. In such a model for

ma1izing a person's deeision situation, this person is assumed to have 

.'. humeric subjective uti1ities and probabilities; then rational action is 

>defined as action maximizing expec ted ut i lity; and as a normative theory 

decision theory recommends rational action, while as an empirical theory 

it assumes rational action, weIl knowing that this is a strong ideali

zation entitled at most to approximative validity. Nevertheless, this 

isa model which is claimed t o be applicable in principle to each and 
every human action. (Thl' S cla " t 't lm l S no qUl e as strong as it may seem, 
since it is not to be extended to al l human behaviour. I t must be ob-
served that action is a n h b h 
its c i reular 

behaviour to 
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arrower concept t an e aviour, and despite 

a i r it is not unreasonable to say that actions just are 
whieh deeision theory is applieable.2) 
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I t is not really necessary here to go l'nto the details of the deei-

sion t heoretic formalization. But let us assume, for the sake of preci

sion, that it is done in Savage 's wel l-known way, where probabilities 

are defined for a set of possible world states and where utilities refer 

to possible outcomes each of which is uniquely detennined by a world 

state and an action, so that the familiar utility matrix also found in 

two-person games in normal ,form ensues. For our diseussion this is the 

most suitable fonoalization. 3 

th th ' s not qUJ,'te the usual story which is more cautious By e way, lS wa 

by trying to render the quantitative model as something derivative. It 

defines rational action aschoosing \>lhat is most preferred according 

to rational preferences; preferences are rational, if they satisfy some 

rather evident eonditions such as t ransitivity etc.; and then, amazing

ly, it can be proven that rational action is such as if it maximized 

exp.ected utility. But this "as if" is almost as out of place as saying 

that bodies mov e through space, as if they had a mass, as i f t hey were 

obey i ng Newton's seeond law, etc. No, aceording to Newtonian mechanics 

bodies move the way they do, be aaus e they have such and s uch a mass, 

because such and such forces are aeting upon them, etc., and according 

to decision theory people act the way they do, because they have soand 

so strong desires, because they have so and so firm beliefs, etc. Sure

ly, there are a lot of subtleties hidden in this subjeet, about which 

philosophers of seienee are sti l l divided. But there is no doubt that 

philosophy of scienee has outmoded operationalism as expressed by the 

"as if" in physics and anywhere else. 4 Therefore one should treat the 

quantitative decision model as basic. (This may change the status of all 

the ingenious metrization theorems backing up the "as i f n-story, but 

does not at all diminish their value.) 

Turning now to game- l ike situations of mutually dependent decisions, 

is then anything of the above general characterization of decision si

tuations to be revoked? No, nothing at all. Other persons and their be

haviour are t o us just as mueh parts of the outer world as anything 

else, though eertainly rather complicated and often very dear ones. 

Formally, this means that in any player's decision model the possible 

h I re but parts of t he poss i ble world states. actions of the ot er p ayers a 

We may further take these possible actions as eonstituting a small world 

(in Savage's technical sense; c f . Savage (1954), sect. 5.5) and reduce 

the model to this small world - in effect, this is the same as reducing 

a game in extensive form t o 

contains the utility matrix 

its norwal form. Thus, the reduced model 

of this normal form, andthe r i g h t and onl-y 

way t o complete it is to add the pl ayer's subjective probabilities for 
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its possible world states, i.e. for the other players' aetions. After 

all this, the rational thing to do is, as always, to maximize expected 

utility; and that's it. 

Indeed, very often there is nothing more to game-like situations. In 

so many of our daily routines we treat other people just as if they were 

regularly and reliably behaving automata, about which we have rather 

definite expectations without wasting any further thought; they figure 

in our decision problems in no other way as do, say, the traffic or 

weather eonditions. (This somewhat heartless talk is but a haLlnless 

"defoLlllation professionelle"; fortunately, we do, and are able to, take 

more interest in some people.) 

But this being accepted, what realm is then left as peculiar to game 

theory? Game theory eommences, when we take other people in the outer 

'" world seriously as persons, when we give up looking only at their be-

" haviour and start theorizing about them, and in particular, when we dis-
e ". . 

'. cover that decision theory is approximately the right theory about them, 

whenwe try to figure out what their aims and beliefs may be, assuming 

' / ,that they aet rationally. Note, however, that on this aceount game theo-
-- - - -

.. 

• 
ry does not embrace decision theory, but is rat her a specialization of 

it. Game theory is decision theory about special decision makers, namely 

about decision makers who theorize decision-theoretically about the other 

persons figuring in their decision situations. 5 

All this probably sounds very familiar. It is just the orthodox Bayes

ian stand on game theory and more or less what Harsanyi, for instance, 

has told us so many times for more t h an twenty years. But strangely, 

everyone - standard game theorists anyway, but also Bayesians like Ha,r

sa~yi (cf. the last section ) - seems to have sinned against the pure 

doctrine, to have shrinked from pushing it to i ts consequences. 

'. ' 'l'he sinning has i ts reasons, however. For i t seems difficult, if not 

. in,tPOssible, to justify within the pure Bayesian doctrine what everyone · 
, 

.' held justified - that is: to justify equilibrium points as solutions of 

of two-persbn zero-sum games or generally of non-cooperative games (cf. 

section 4). Thus we must have a careful look at what can be concretely 

done with the hitherto sketchy doctri ne without betraying it. But let 

me first i nspect the standard game theoretic reasoni ng for two-person 

zero-sum games from this Bayesian point of view. 

• 

3. ~ow Not t o MaXe Senseof Game Theory 

To this end we should briefly recapitulate the received reasoning. 

I hope everyone ag re e s that Luce, Rai f fa (1957), eh. 4, and von Neumann, 
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Morgenst ern (1944), eh. III, are not only representative for, but still 

among the most thorough and eonvincing accounts of this reasoning, so 

that I can bas e the recapitulation on them. It eonsists of four parts. 

The standard story 

Part 1 (pertinent to all games in normal fOLm): Let agame be g i ven 

in normal form. The basic problem of game theory then is, very vaguely 

stated, somehow to find out for each p l ayer which choice would be a good 

one for hirn. However, this is much too indeterminate a question; it need" 
, 

specification. So let us first assume that each player is rational eitheI 

in the loose sense o f trying to get out of the playas much as possible 

. (according to his utility function) or in the stricter sense "that, giver 

two alternatives, he willalways choose the one he prefers, i.e. the one 

.' with the larger utility" (Luce, Raiffa ' (1957), p.55). And let us secondly 

.... assume that each player has full knowledge of the game in nOLrLtal fonn, 

. ' 1.e. that he is aware of every player' s possible alternatives (strate-

:, :gies) and that he knows every player's utilities for the outcomes of all 

possible strategy combinations (which, in general, are already expected 

. utilities with regard to the chance moves of the game) . 

Without the first assumption game theory could no t get off at all; 

for what general theory could there be about j.rrational action? And the 

second assumption is necessary, too; else the problem tackled by the game 

theorist might be the wrong one, i.e. different from the problem of the 

players as they subjectively see it. With these assumptions, however, we 

may hope to have rendered our problem specific enough to be solvable. So 

let us try to solve it: 

Part 2 (pertinent to all non-cooperati ve games in nOLrnal form ) : A 

first consideration moves us ahead quite a bit. It says that, if game 

theory ' is to be at least potentially public - as it should doubtlessly 

be -, then it can distinguish only equilibrium strategies as rational 

choices for the players. (To be sure, so far I am talking only of pure 

strategies; mixed strategies do not come up until part 4.) Or more fully: 

Game theory is to find out for each player which choice would be a ra

tional one for him; if it manages to do so, then each player can know 

as weIl as the game theorist hirnself, which choices would be rati onal 

for the other players (since, according to the second assumption above, 

each player sees the game situation in the same way as the game theo

rist); and since each player i s assumed to act rationally, this assump

tion must not be a reason to any player to deviate from what is rationa l 

for him according to the theory ; hence only equilibrium po ints can be 
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rational strategy combinations, and only equilibrium strategies, 

strategies leading to some such point can be rational choices. 

• 
~.e. 

As is weIl known, this consideration is of varying force. Some garnes 

have no equilibrium point in pure strategies and some havemany, in which 

cases its success is still incomplete. But regarding two-person zero-sum 

garnes with an equilibrium point in pure strategies, it is a buII's-eye, 

since the equilibrium point which such agame has may be proved to be 

essentially unique (cf. Luce, Raiffa (1957), sect. 4.5). Thus, in this 

special case we have already solved the pasic game theoretic problem. 

Part J (pertinent only to two-person zero-sum games with an equili

brium point in pure strategies): There is yet another forceful conside

ration to the same effect in this special case; Call the two players 

Charlie and Lucy. Charlie might intuitively reason as follows: "Lucy, 

this rational beast, tries to get out of the playas much as possible. 

This runs against me. So I bett er look for how much I minimallyget from 

each of my options and try to make this amount as large as possible, that 

is, as I have heard someone express it, I better maximize my security 

level. If this is reasonable, then rational Lucy will do the same, i.e. 

maximize her security level. Ah, but my security level maximizer is best 

against her security level maximizer, so I should all the more stick to 

my choice." 

Or in von Neumann's words: Consider Charlie's minorant and majorant 

game. In the minorant game he has to choose first, and then Lucy may 

choose, knowing what he has done. In the majorant game it is just the 

other way around. Obviously, in the minorant game Charlie is at most as 

weIl off as in the actual game, whereas in the majorant game he is at 

l .east as weIl off as in the actual game. And, as is equally obvious, 

the on.ly rational thing for hirn to do in the minorant game is to maxi

mize his security level, and the only rational thing to do in the majo

rant game is to choose what is best against Lucy's security level maxi

mizer (provided she has been so rational to take this choice). But both 

cases result in the same strategy combination and in the same utility 

for Charlie. Hence, for the actual game being "between" the minorant 

and the majorant game exactly this and no other thing is rational. 

To summarize: Starting from the assumptions in part 1, we have pre

sented two completely independent reasonings. Each one alone would be 

telling in the special case considered, and both lead provably to the 

same result. What better justification could there be? 

Par t 4 (pertinent to all two-person zero-sum games): Now von Neumann 

teIls us that we can generalize the whole story to all two-person zero

sum garnes, if we are willing to allow a little trick, i.e. to allow each 
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player to mi'x his pure strategies. Further arguments were invented to 

give the last pull to those who feIt a bit uneasy about this trick, e.g. 

the secrecy argument, the consideration of playing agame repeatedly, 

or the diet argument (cf. Luce, Raiffa (1957), p.7 5 ). But we need not 

elaborate here on this additional backing, since it would be void with

out the main reasoning. And this can stand by itself. Indeed, any player 

is free to choose a mixed strategy; thus, mixed strategies are among the 

alternatives to be considered, and with respect to them the above rea-

.i . soning is no less powerful than wi th respect to pure strategies. So, 

that is how mixed strategies, maximinimizers and equilibrium points have 

found one anbther, and they lived happily ever after. -

Sadly, this story is not as sound as it sounds; it is in need of a 

commentary, critical not of its conclusions, but of the way these are 

reached. 

\ 
Commentary 

To part 1: One may think t h at the rationality and knowledge assump

tions of part 1 unduly restrict the applicability of game theory. But, 

in fact, they rat her are either not strong or not clear enough. Does it 

really suffice to assurne that the players are rational? It certainly 

seems that one should also assume that each player believes the other 

players to be rational. This is particularly clear from part 2 of the 

story where we have been very sloppy in distinguishing between what the 

game theorist assurnes a player to assume about the other players and 

what the game theorist hirnself assumes about the other players. But then, 

one should presumably also assume that each player believes that the 

other players think their fellows to be rational. At this point, some' 

may tend to a radical move, i.e. to climb up the whole infinite ladder 

of iterated mutual rationality assurnptions, as some have done in a simi

lar case within the theory of meaning. 6 That is, the game theorist might 

assurne that the rationality of the players is mutual or common knowledge 

among the players (in the technical sense of Schiffer (1972), p.30f., or 

Lewis (1969), p.56; cL also here in sect. 4). Of course, all this ap-
• 

plies equally to the second, the knowledge assumption in part 1 of the 
• 

s t ory. So, what should the garne theorist assurne? One feels that it does 

make a difference exactly how much is assumed about the players, but it 

is hard to see how this is reflected in the received story. 

There is another unclari ty. What does n rational n exactly me an as used 

in the rationality assumption? The explanation cited from Luce and Raiffa 

is of no great help, since preferences and utilities refer only to stra-
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tegy combinations; nowhere in standard game theory is a preference order 

or even a utility function established solely for the alternatives of 

one player. So, one would like to have sharply specifiedanother, more 

utilizable sense of "rational". presumably, however, the question was 

the wrong one. Presumably,,,standard game theory thinks it preferable or 

unavoidable to leave "rational" vague in the initial assumptions and 

explanations, promising to render it precise later on. But for the mo

ment, this is only to say that "rational" is intendedly vague, and this 

is no improvement. 

The crux of the matter is this: Standard game theory does nowhere 

reason from the initial assumptions in a rigorous way; they are exclu

sively employed in plausibility arguments. The attitude seems to have 

beenthat first the intuitive grounds are to be prepared for the sub-

. sequent exact theorizing, and that one need not weigh every word in 

'. "preparation. Thus, some nice differences are blurred already at the 
, 

tuitive level, leaving no chance to thE: hard theorizing to undo this , 

laxness. From the Bayesian point of view, this is the first decisive 

slip onto shaky grounds. 

that 
• 
~n-

To papt 2: We have already mentioned that stronger assumptions about 

the players than those of part 1 are necessary for having the players 

see the game situation in the same way as the game theorist and thus for 
, 

part 2 to pass through. Eut there is another flaw, which is particularly 

cle,ar in the case of a two-person zero-sum game wi th exactly one equili-
, 

, hrium point in pure strategies. In this case, part 2 concludes that each 

player can rationally choose only his equilibrium strategy. But this is 

" premature; what follows is only this: If the game theorist: succeeds in 

distinguishing exactly one choice as rational, then this must be the 

equilibrium strategy. However, there is no guarantee that the if-sentence 

fs true; perhaps the garne theorist's problem is such that he can narrow 
, 

down the range of rational choice only partially and not to a singleton. 

. More generally: What part 2 shows is that the garne theorist cannot estab-

1ish some choice set as rational to the exclusion of eauilibrium strate-
• 

' gies, but it has still to be shown on other grounds that a choice on1y 

among the equilibriurn strategies can be positively established as ~atio

na1. Part 3 might prepare such grounds; so let us turn to it. 

Ta papt 3: There has been a lot written about the decision rule of 

maximinimizing , and all the essential pros and cons are known. The pre

sent state of discussion is, I feel, a somewhat smoothed one. It seems 

to be generally accepted that maximinimizing cannot serve as abasie 

decision rule entitled to general applicability; it leads to absurdities 

in too many situations. Nevertheless, it is acknowledged as a discuss-
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','"able, respectable, or even convincing decision rule in some types of 

situations, most notably in two-person zero-sum games , but also for 

decisions under uncertainty, in statistical decision theory, and more 

recent1y in Rawls' original position (cf . Rawls (1971), sect. 26). 

From a theoretical point of view, however, this state of affairs is 

utterly dissatisfying. From this point of view, it simply does not do 

to find intuitively convincing dec i sion rules for various types of si

tuations, to support the intuitive judgment by some sort of systematic 

. argument, and to leave it at that. No, if different d e cision rules are 

really to be accepted for d ifferent types of situations, then one would 

want to know some 1eading or unifying principles e xplaining or at l east 

describing exactly under which conditions which decision rules are ap

propriate in which situations; or, what would be nicer, one would like 

to have some basic decision rule from which the others may be derived. 

But in trying to answer this demand with respect to game theory, we ob

'; viously rum straight into the obscurities found i n part 1. 

To be sure, all I am doing here is to appeal to theoretical aware

ness. But I would like to make this appeal more pressing by the f0110w

ingargument. 

I t has to do with Savage's small worlds - a subject whose theoretical 

importance, I think, has only insufficiently been recognized, and which 

" is concerned wi th the fact that the descr iption of one and the same de

cis i on situation may be based on differen t worlds. Here , a world is -

loosely spe aking, we need not really go into technical details - the 

co11ection of all the items which are explicitly to be considered in 

the description as relevant to th e decision situation. Savage's obser

vation was now that there seems to be no good way of telling which is 

the right world on which to base the description of a given decision 

situation. Prima facie, it may seem plausible to put into a world each 

item which is in fact relevant, but in general this would yield un

manageably large wor1ds. So, ins tead of looking for the right world we 

should rather try to find out when two descriptions based on different 

worlds may be said to be equivalent. To this end Savage developed a 

method öf reducing a description based on a large world to a descrip-

tion based on 

va'lent to the 

a small world which may be warrantedly said to be 

first one. The essential feature of the reduction 

, 
equ~-

method 

is how it ascribes utilities to the possible consequences included in 

the small-world description, and Savage does this in the following way: 

Viewed from the large-world description, there are certain probabilities 

p. wi th which 
1. 

a less detailed small-world conseauence, say a, shapes to • 

various, more detailed large-world consequences a. having certain 
1. 

uti-
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lities u i ; then the utility of a in the small-world description is to 
be the expectation value Ep.u .. 7 

'1- '1-

One might perhaps envisage other reduction methods (though one need 

not, I think); but what is important for us now is that, whatever re

duction method is chosen, it must be such that the decision rule adopted 

is compatible with it. This means that, when the decision rule is applied 

to the large-world description, the same decision (in fact, the same 

preference order among the alternatives) must result as when the decision 

rule is applied to the reduced small-world description.BActually, it is 

somewhat misleading to say only that reduction method and decision rule 

must be compatible. Rather, the reduction method is the basia thing to 

be chosen, and then the decision rule ensues as a mere special case; 

for the decision rule effects nothing but a maximal reduction to the 

minimal description which explicitly considers only the alternatives 

of the decision maker and nothing else. 

The next point to observe is that the reduction method which is the 

natural generalization of the decision rule of maximinimizing is a wild 

one, indeed. According to it, the utility of a small-world consecruence -
would be the minimum of the utilities of the large-world consequences 

to which it might shape up; and it need not be demonstrated that this 

leads to all sorts of absurd and intuitively unacceptable results. In 

fact, nobody, even no adherent of maximinimizing, has ever seriously 

considered this reduction method. That is, maximinimizing was held to 

be reaSonably applicable only to small-world descriptions of adecision 

situation, which are already obtained by Savage's reduction method of 

forming expected utilities. Or more briefly, what is maximinimized are 

always expected utilities (with respect to some large-world description) . 

This is particularly clear in game theory where the utilities contained 

inthe normal fOIm usually are expected utilities derived from the ex
t~msive form. 

Thus, the theoretical muddle turning up with the decision rule of 

maximinimizing is profounder than it seemed. First, the muddle was that 

various decision rules seemed to be appropriate to various decision si

tuations without there being any unifying principles. But now, when de-
• • 

C~s~on rules are seen to be special cases of reduction methods, we have 

the muddle within single decision situations, since to maximinimize ex

pected utilities is in effect to apply two different reduction methods 
within one decision 

reduction method is 

why? 

situation. There are urgent questions then. Which 
appropriate exactly 

Why first reduce by 
to which items of the decision 

taking expected utilities and 
situation? And 

then reduce by considering minimum utilities? Why not the other way 
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around? (This makes a difference; the two methods are not cornmutative.) 

And so on. All this is very awkward, and we should try everything to 

avoid this muddle. 

A final word: Von Neumann's version of 3, the "betweenity"-argument, 

···has more the air of being rigorous than Charlie's intuitive reasoning. 

But it is not. In the minorant game Charlie knows that Lucy will know 

.•••. what he will do, and in the majorant game he will know what Lucy will 

do and he also knows that Lucy knows this, etc. In the real game situ

ation he has no such knowledge, i.e. he is epistemically worse off than 

in both the minorant and the majorant game. (This also means, however, 

that in terms of expected utility he may be better off than in the other 

two games.) In this respect the real game is not "between" the minorant 

and the majorant game, and there seems to be little chance to render the 

< "betweenity"-argument correct (as is also argued by McClennen (1976)). 

To part 4: This part of thereceived story is still the clearest 

symptom to me that something must have gone wrong ~lith it; somehow all 

·the little slips seem to have led us completely astray. For a mixed stra-
• 

tegy simply cannot be the rational or optimal choice. This need not be 

argued anew, I think; the ineffectiveness of such compelling 

as that of Chernoff (1954) can only be explained by the fact 

• reason1ng 

that (the 

other parts of) the standard story had too strong a hold on people. Let 

me just repeat a brief version of such reasoning: It starts by assuming 

that the players have some sort of preference ordering among their al

ternatiVes. Though game theory does not establish such an ordering, as 

already mentioned, to deny its being possible or making sense just for 

game situations would be a strange claim indeed. Now a mixture of two 

comparable alternatives obviously cannot be better than both of them; 

and if the ordering should not be complete or connected, if there should 

be two incomparable alternatives, then a mixture of these would in turn 

be incomparable to both of them. Hence, in no case can a mixture be bet

ter than what it is mixed of, and there is no need to consider mixed 

strategies as options of the players. 

In fact, it is not clear whether anyone has really claimed a mixed 

equilibrium strategy to be the rational choice, since there is the fol-

known. If a player 's lowing inherent counter-argument which is well- • 

firmly convinced that his opponent plays his mixed equilibrium strategy, 

then all the pure strategies mixed in his own equilibrium strategy (and 

all other mixtures of them) have the same maximal expected utility. That 

is, if either of the players is faithful to game theory, the other need 

not be and is justified to nealect mixed strategies, and if either of 

h th . suspended any-them is not faithful to game theory, t en game eory lS 
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way for the present. This instability of equilibrium points in mixed 

strategies (which indicates that part 2 of the story, even if unobjec

tionable, cannot be smoothly carried over to part 4) has also worried 

Harsanyi in his (1973) article to which we shall return. 

The arguments usually added are of no help here. The secrecy argument 

that randomizing is good for hedging against clever opponents 9 is a non-

starter, since, as (normal form) game situations are usually described, 

the players simply cannot kno.! or find out before their choice what the 

other players will do, unless they have telepathie or similarly exotic 

capacities. They may have more or less well evidenced beliefs about the 

others, but again, according to the usual description, the unobserved 

process 

. dence. 

of choosing in the situation at hand cannot be part 

To put it somewhat polemically: the intriguing point 

of that evi-
• ln game 

theory is not the fear of the advent 

tainty of the absence of knowledge. 

of knowledge, but rather the cer-

Another line often found in textbooks, whether for illustratory or 

'forjustificatory reasons, is to imagine agame being played very or in

finitely many times. If this is taken, however, as one playing of the 

·.supergame constructed from the original game, this line is no advance, 

simply because all the theoretical trouble we had with the original 

game turns up anew in the supergame. But even if we suppose that a sta-

tistically unexploitable random sequence • 

of pure strategies of the ori-

. ginal game (showing up in the appropriate proportions) is ,a reasonable 

choice in the supergame (which it is, of course) and that there would 

be a theoretically unobjectionable justification of this, we do not get 

~ead. There is no strict inference from that to what is rational when 

tqe original game is played only once. lO 

The secrecy argument makes more sense in this context of repeated 

pl~Ying, because randomizing in earlier plays may be used for becoming 

incalculable in later plays. But all this misses the point. The plausi-

b~lity and the practical value of such considerations is uncontested. 
.... ,'. 
Thepoint, however, is that as such they do not contribute to founda-

tion-oriented theorizing. And there mixed strategies taken as possible 

choices of the players can be safelyneglected for the reasons mentioned. 

4. How to Make Sense of Game Theory (continued) 

We could have evaded all this trouble by strictly sticking to the 

decision theoretic position. Then we would have to speIl out full deci

sion models for the players which force us to explicitly state all our 

assumptions, in particular the epistemic ones, about the players and to 
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rigorously deduce the rational choices from them by the rule of maximi

zing expected utility instead of reasoning by plausibility. Thus, part 

1 of the story would be as precise as desired. Part 2 would be still in 

force, though in its weakened form stated in the commentary to it. The 

, muddle of part 3 would be cleared up at once. And we would never had 

the idea of resorting to mixed strategies. 

very weIl then. But what does the positive Bayesian theory look like? 

..•. And does it not run into new trouble? Let us see. We should first intro

i >duce some terminology. In this section, being rational is precisely to 

•. mean maximizing expected utility and nothing else; this is important. 

. That a person firmly believes that p, is to mean that its subjective 

,:;, probability for p is 1. With respect to two persons 1 and 2 we define 

.... , recursively: Person i (i~1,2) has a belief of first order in p if it 

i fiLmly believes that p; person i has a belief of n+l-st order in p if 

i. it firmly believes that person j 

.and p is mu·~ual knowledge of the 

(j*i) has a belief of n-th order in p; 

n-th order among the 

1s true and both have beliefs of all orders up to n 

two persons iff 

in p (though, 

•.•.• strictly speaking, it need not be knowledge what they have, but rather 

true beliefs) . 

Let us turn now to the simplest case, to two-person zero-sum games 

normal form with exactly one equilibrium point in pure strategies, 

"Where Charlie (the row-chooser) and Lucy (the column-chooser) are our 

,'two opponents. Part 1 of the received story and the commentary to it 

'i suggest to start the analysis by assuming that the rationality of Char

lie and Lucy and their utilities as given by the game matrix are mutual 

knowledge of some order still to be specified among them. If this order 

..•.•.... is n, let us call this assumption 

games? Unfortunately no. What the 

RUM . Does 
n 

RUMs do is 

some RUM already solve these 

to eliminate alternatives 

which are strictly dominated from the beginning or after some alterna

tives have been eliminated in this way. For instance, the following 

gameis solved by RUM (which, of course, implies RUM 4 ,···,RUM1): 
5 

, , . , . b b b b ... 1,,2.,3 .. 4 

4 5 6 7 

3 2 7 5 

241 8 

1 340 

Because of RUM 1 , Lucy firmly believes that Charlie 

because of RUM
2

, Charlie firmly believes that LUCy 

will never do a 4 ; 

firmly believes this 

and will hence never do b
4

; and in the same way, a 3 is eliminated by 
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RUM
3

, b
3 

by RUM 4 (that solves the problem for Charlie) , and finally a Z 
by RUM

5 
(that solves the problem for LUCy, too). 

To generalize: If the RUMs effect to eliminate all but one alterna

tive of a player, then the alternative left can only be his equilibrium 

strategy. Unfortunately, the games in which RUM is so effective are of 

rather special character. For example, all RUM together is powerless in 

the following typical game: 

a 1 2 3 3 

a z 1 0 4 

a 3 
1 4 0 

, 

Here, RUM 1 does not eliminate anything, and then no RUM can. 

'l'here is the snag of the Bayesian position. According to the ' standard 

story, the somewhat vagile assumptions of part 1 seem to justify equili

hrium or maximin strategies for all two-person zero-sum games in guite 
, 

"convincing a way. Now, under adecision theoretic exactification these 

assumptions condense to RUMs; but the RUMs are weak and do not knock 

down but the most special cases. For non~Bayesians this settles the mat

ter, and even Bayesians start to roll at this point. But in my view, any 

departure from the decision theoretic path is theoretically disastrous 

' for the reasons mentioned, Thus, as equilibrium strategies seem and are 

widely held to be reasonable, the task can only be to strengthen RUM 

bysome plausible assumption from which the equilibrium strategies may 

be proved to be rational. The assumption I am going to state is, I think, 

the one which is closest to the spirit of standard game theory; in fact, 

it will be so trivial an adaption that you will be disappointed: 

The trouble with our second example was that, according to RUM, Char

lie's and Lucy's epistemic states concerning the other's actions were 

, not restricted at all, and that each of his or her alternatives was op-
, 

timal with respectto some epistemic state. Thus, we should introduce 

some restrietion concerning these epistemic states. One way to do this 

is to strengthen RUM to RUE , i.e. the assumption that not only the 
n n 

rationality of Charlie and Lucy and their utilities, but also their epi-

stemic states concerning the other's actions are mutual knowledge of 

some order n among them. 

A bit more fOl:mally, this amounts to the following theorems which in 

fact apply to all two-person games in normal form, Denote the set of 

Charlie's alternatives by Al and that of Lucy's by Az ' and let us con-
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sider the following propositions: 

( 1 ) 

( 1 ' ) 

(2 ) 

, (2 ' ) 

(3) 

",. (3') 

""". (4) 
(.5 ) 
6) 

,i·,' ( 7 ) 
(8 ) 
,( 9) 

Charlie is rational, 

Lucy is rational, -

his utility 'function for A1xA2 is V1 ' 

her ,utility function for A
1

xA 2 isV2 (not necessarily 

his subjective probability function for A2 is Pl , 
- , 

her subjective probability function for Al 1S P2' 
( 1 ' ) 

he firmly believes that (2'), 
( 3' ) 

he firmly believes that she firmly believes that 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 

, 

, 4') - (9') as (4) - (9) with the roles of Charlie and Lucy interchanged, 

Charlie's mixed strategy 8
1 

= P z and Lucy's mixed strategy s2 ~ Pl 

are in equilibrium, 
) ( 11) he chooses a pure strategy which is best against 8 2 ~ P 1 ' 

(11 ') she chooses . a pure st'rategy which is best against s 1 ~ P 2 ' 

., 
, 

Then we have the following "intrapersonal" theorem (in the sense that 

..•. it speaks only about one person), that (1) - (9) imply (10) and (11), and 

"the "interpersonal" theorem, that (1) - (6) and (1') - (6') imply (10), 

• (11), and (11'), 

The proof hardly deserves stating: Let BiS Ai (i~1, 2) be the set of 

all pure strategies which are best against Sj (j*i) according to Vi' 

Denote by M(B.) the set of all mixtures of strategies in Bi ' Then, of 

course, each ~ixed strategy in M(B i ) is best against sr Now (3) - (6) 

imply that 8
2 

EM(B
2
), Similarly, it follows from (6) - (9), or from 

) 3') - (6'), that 8
1 

EM( B
l
). Hence, 8 1 and 8 2 are in equilibrium, and 

. finally, (1) and (1'), respectively, entail (11) and (11'). 

. t used m1'xed strategies only as a I hasten to add that we have JUs 
. , \ " here 

formal device (as which they are still useful, of course); P I 1S 

I ' h d not as something considered only assomething that Char 1e as an ~2 d 

that be fo rmally equated. Let me also ad Lucy may do, though they may 
. " b qU1'te tr1'v1'ally generalized to all n-person 

that these "theorems may e 

games in normal form. ll 

" that I think their form to My reason for stating the "theorems was 
be paradigmatic of game theoretic theorems. They characterize a player 

by a full decision model in which both his desires and his beliefs are, 

described as detailed as is needed; and they uncompromisingly take max~-
rule. Thus, they are strict

rnizing expected utility as the only decision 

f t 11 demands arisen from the ly Bayesian, and as such they con orm 0 a 

criticism in the preceding section. 
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". Andthey should not be blamed for their eonelusions (11) and (11'), 

r think, though this conclusion is not eompletely determinate for games 

without an equilibrium point in pure strategies. Standard game theory 

is equally unspecifie with respeet to pure strategies, and it was al

ready clear that within a Bayesian aecount we cannot achieve more spe

eifie results by allowing mixed strategies. Thus, this much indetermi

nateness is unavoidable, and there is no ground for disappointment in 
this respect. 

But, presumably, you will blame them for their premises, though you 

will certainly grant that the premises accord to the spirit of standard 

game theory. Referring to the "intrapersonal" theorem, the premises (1), 

(2), (4), (5), (7), and (8) are part of RUM
2

, which is accepted in game 

theory anyway; (3), (6), and (9) also confoLn, to the general tendency 

. to assume publicness of its assumptions, and, in particular, they ac

count for the fear of being transparent to the opponent, which game 
:',), ... 
,;i" . '. theory imputes to the players. , 
• " ' ", . , 

\'" , However, one will retort, it is not at all in the spirit of, but ra-

Xi/,i ,ther a caricature of game theory to take (3), (6), and (9), though true 

";,),'pf rational players, as premises, because thereby i t is outright pre

, '!:!,uPPosedwhat game theory does, or strives to, establish by showing that 

" ' 8 1 and 8 2 , respectively,' are the rational things to do for Charlie and 
) " for Lucy (which ental.'ls (3) (6) , , , , and (9) because of the assumed mutual 

:" knowledge of rationali ty). r could now repeat arguing that something 

'c ' like, (3) , (6), and (9) is not at all rigorously established in standard 
..' .. -

. , '.' gqme theory land here we are agal.' n. Where 
is the rub here? I think, even 

if one grants me what r have sal.' d so far, th ere remains the definite 
,' , feeling that I have not done full justice to standard game theory. The 

'fact that the Bayesian renarration produces such a triviali ty when ta-

,', lcing the apparent aim of the standard story, i.e. that of establishing 

>,. , rational action, at face value clearly indicates that the standard story 

", ' in'tends something more that we have not yet grasped. But let us defer 
"'i this Cl:'ucial point for 

• 

the moment; we shall get clearer about it when 
, , We approach i t from an abstracter level later on. 

Another blame might be that (3), (6), and (9) are much more implau
the others (though this is rather the opposite 

that (3), (6), and (9) were presupposed instead 
of proved). Three remarks are pertinent here: 

sible assumptions than 
· of the preceding blame 

First, all.of (1)-(9) are id l' . ea l.zatl.ons, of course. But there is no 
reason at all, why (3), (6 ) , d ( 9) h Id an s ou be graver idealizations than 
the other assumptions. Thus, this cannot be the point this blame is di-

(And the problematic nature of idealizations in general is rected to. 
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not a subject we n e ed to engage with. ) 
Seeondly, it 1s hard to say gene rally, whether (5) or (6), or whether 

(8) or (9), is the more eritieal assumption of our theorems, sinee it 

seems tO ,be impossible to make any general, subs t antial assertion as to 

beliefs or desires of other persons are more easily knowable; 

this need not be argued, I think. 

And a third thing to note 1s that it would not be quite correct to 

that the surp lus of RUE as against RUM consists in t he mu tual know

of the pl ayers' epistemic stat es, since usual l y s o me such thing 

already contained in RUM. That is, if agame has chance moves, then 

players' eplsternic states concerning these c hance moves are assumed 

, RUM to be mutually known, because RUM then requires e xpeeted utili

to be mutually known. 

Yet despite these defensive remarks, (6) and (9) still seem to be 

problematic than (5) and (8 ) - at l e ast in the usual examples for 

person game s (and this cannot be dismissed by saying that t he e xarn

would be biasedl. This is support ed by the following considerations: 

Firstly, the assumption tha t the players' e pi stemie state s conce rning 

moves aremutually known s e ems to be innocuous in many (though 

in all) situations - e.g. for chance rnove s like throwing of d i ce, 

also when the sub j ective probabilities concerning a chance move can-
, 

be so easily taken as reflecting the know l edge of the object ive p ro-

abilities f or that chance move, and even when there are no objective 

'Lii'tie s for the chance move i n question. For inst ance, a chance 

might be whether Snoopy i s just searching f o r the Red Baron, an d 

'. then we mi ght imagine Charlie t O reason as folIows: "Snoopy has started 

s,earching yesterday, and usual l y it takes hirn days. So, very probably, 

ay to a degree of .9, he is sti l l on search. Now, since LUcy and I t o 

gether observed hirn mounti ng his Sopwith Camel y e sterday, I know h er, 

she knows me, to know that Snoopy has started yesterday. Moreover, 

.. .. she knows h i rn almost as weIl as r do, and she knows how weIl I knovl hirn; 

thus she wi l l guess my probability about Snoopy correctly , and she her

self will have about the same probability." Whenever such considerations 

are appropriate, at least s e eond orde r mu tual knowledge of t h e players' 

bel i e fs about a chance move may be plausibly assumed. 1 2 

. 

Similarly, mutual knowledge o f ut i liti e s often seems unproblernat ic. 

Thus, imagine Charl i e a nd Lucy playing rnatching pennies; here is a nother 

e . f Ch li t bl' h' (2) . (5), a nd (8 ) f or this play : asy rea sonl..ng 0 ar e es a l.S l.ng · , 

"r give no quarter, I want to win. So, my utilities stand firm. Now, 

Lucy knows human n a ture quite weIl, and mine in partieul ar. Men are aft

er money,. and I am not so differ en t, after all. Thus, she wi ll know my 
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preferences. But she is not so d'ff . .' . . 1- erent, too, she has proved it often 

enough. So, her utilities should be contrary to mine _ " 

In contrast to these two reasonings let , , ' us see whether there is 

S1ffi11ar reasoning for (3) (6) and (9) Th' a " . 1-S is how Charlie might de-

liberate: "How probable are the various alternat'ves . f • of Lucy? In order 

to ind this out, I should examine my evidence about her" P '. 
"W 11 • - ause -

e , whatever my evidence is I ha th ' . , ve ga ered it with her knowledge; 

it. Thus, 

her. But 

(a) she will 

then (b) she 

there is nothingpeculiar or mysterious about 

approximately know what , evidence I have about 

will also correctly guess my probabilities,' after all, our ways of 

. 

thinking are not so different. In the same th way, she will probably think 

. at r correctly guess her probabilit' b , . 1-es a out me." - Pause '- "L k 
now J.t follows with RUM (RUM ' • 00 , must be p.

1 

- 3' to be prec1-se) that (c) my probabilities 
and hers P

2 
[provided this is the only eauilibr' 

And hence (d) h - 1UID point]. 
, ' s e also thinks me to have P • Wasn't that ?" 
No it was b't f 1 smart. 

.' ', ' a 1- ishy, compared with the first two rea ' 
contrast to the Snoopy case th 'd son1ngs. In 
d" k h' ' e eV1- ence about Lucy remained in th 

. .ar. T e really bad thin h' . e '. g, owever, ,1S that the reasoning to 
sort of self-defeating. For (a) th . (d) was . . ' was e ground for (b) but (b) 1 

, (cl , and then to (d) without reference ,ed to to any evidence; thus, (a) did 

, not become operative at all, and this Th deprives (b) of its grounds. 

e ' obvious way of rendering Charlie's third ' to be t reason1ng sound seems 
o explicitly state some evidence h d which Charlie may plausibly 

ave an which directly induces him to have the desired P 
ce to, (d) then 1; his inferen-
. '. passes through. (Note that Cha l' h caus P , r J.e as then P no t be-

'. ' e 1 1- s the only probabil i ty f 1 h unction compatible with Lucy k 
w, ich probabilities he has, nowing h h as was suggested by his reasoning,' rather , 

e as P
1 

because of the th ' . . evidence he has, and then P1 addi tionally, 

oug.h n~t accidentally, proves to be so compatible.) 

.. However, as the discussion in section 6 drives us exactly to the same , 

point, I shall t k ' '. ' . a ~ J. t up in more ' detail 
, we have to admit that we are still 

whichare as natural as those 

both blames against a1lowing 

later on. Thus, for the moment 

lacking grounds for (3), (6), and (9) 

are not yet fu1ly answered. 

, . 

for ' (2), (5), and (8), and hence, that 

(3), (6), and (9) as additional premises 

S. The Real Issues: Action Rationality d E ' _ an p1stemic Rationality 
, 

So far, we have presented and compared th the standard and the 
eoretic story, and I hope I have made clear 

decision 

merits wherethe definite 

they lie where they of the Bayesian story l' 1e to my view and why 1ie. 
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But we just found also some loose ends of the Bayesian story, and it may 

seem as if, in order totiethem up, we might be forced to fall back on 

,the received story. So let me belabour the whole subject once more at a 
, . I, somey;hat, deE!per level, 1.e. by considering the conceptions of rationali-

. 't.y on which the different positions are based, and let me take up the 

story first: 
In fact, there does not seem to be a very definite conception of ra-

lying behind standard game theory. Another way of developing 

' . concept of rationality was much preferred in decision and game theory 

related fields at leastduring the fifties and sixties. The first 

e, born from a sensible suspicion of any grand picture, was not to 

udge the, subject by any comprehensive, but rash conception of ra

ity. Rather, a cautious step-by-step reasoning should lead to a 

eflective equilibrium, as Rawls (1971), pp.48ff., termed it, of intui

and systematic arguments. Thus, one started with some intuitively 

compelling assumptions, d'isplayed their deductive conseguences, 

ized whether any of these consequences were intuitively unreason-
, le, eventually dropped the weakest assumptions, tried to add new as-

umptions, checked them in the same way, distinguished basic and derived 

sumptions, and so on. In this way, a stock of basic principles such as 

. the transitivity of preferences and the sure thing principle (and of 

basic principles like those of the maximin variety which were tai-

lored to more special situations) emerged which cou1d then very confi-
• 

". dently be claimed to characterize rationality; and though these princi

ples were never supposed to exhaust the concept of rationality, they 

proved to be guite powerful. Indeed, for decisions under certainty and 

.... under risk this method has yielded complete success; for decisions under 

uncertainty the results were illurninating, though not unanimously agreed . 

• ' ~upon; and at least the simpler game situations were satisfactorily dealt 

" wi th . 
I hope this was not too distorted a description of the actual proce-

. dure, whose only weakness iS, I think, that it seems to be lacking a bit 
• 

cf conceptual clarity; it is not fu1ly transparent exactly wh at is there 

driven to areflective eguilibriurn. This has come to bear particularly 

on game theory, or so at least Itry to argue in the seguel. 

In order to get a bit clearer, we have, I think, to observe two or 

. three rather obvious facts about rationality. First of all, we must 

strictly distinguish between the rationality of actions. the rationality 

of beliefs, and perhaps the rationality of desires and separately dis-

cuss them. 
. Let us consider action rationality first, which is the declared sub-
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, .... . ject of decisioI). and game theory. The . important thing.here is that whe

ther an action of a person is rational or not can only' be determined 

relative to the subjective desires and beliefs of that person. This is 
. 

clear from everyday experience; whenever we happen upon an action which 

plainly seems to be irrational, we might have to withdraw our judgment, 

when the actor, or somebody familiar to hirn, explains us his reasons for 

this action. And it is clear from philosophical literature which has re

peatedly pointed out this fact. 13 Now one may call an action rational, 

.. only if it is rationall,y linked wi th beliefs and desires which themsel

ves are rational. But this is merely a terminological quest ion. There is 

. a certain relation between actions on the one hand and beliefs and de

sires, whatever they may be, on the other hand; and it seems preferable, 

: and I shall do so here, to call an action rational, whenever it bears 
., , this relation to the given beliefs and desires. Which action exactly 1s 

'", rational in this sense, usually is the result of a big weighing in which 

.' . each ' of the given ;, .. ---- .,-
beliefs and desires may in principle become relevant. 

course; but it is a well-defined task t o clear this c'" irhis i8 vague, of 
. . 

• 

1!1I>, and it is quite a different task (which is not yet out topic) to in-
, 

, vestigate the rationality of beliefsand desires . 
• 

.' This one observation has two conseouences for uso One is that, when 
• . dealing with action rationality, we really should entertain a subjecti-

vistic interpretation of probability. For there will not be very rnuch 

what can be said about action rationality independently of a person's 
• 

" sUbjective beliefs; decisions under uncertainty as weIl as game situa

standard story simply seem to be under

point of view. But if a person's beliefs 

, tions as characterized in the 

determined problems from this 

are to be explicitly regarded, then we have somehow to conceptualize 

these beliefs; and probability measures are' a good way, to put it weak

. 1Y, of such conceptualization. This goes without saying in philosophy, 

I think, but, strangely, it still seems t o need some stressing among 

game theorists and econornists. 

In fact, the aversion to subjective probabilities is present in all 

of standard game theory. It is apparent in the conception and handling 

of . chance moves, it shows up in the fact that the actions of others are 

not considered as subject of a player's probabilities, and it finds ge

neral expression in the stepchild-like treatment of the whole epistemic 

make-up of the players. There is no doubt that standard game theory has 

tided over this lack of the unloved subjective probabilities by bril

liant substitutes, but it is equally clear, I think, that this aversion 

is the mai n cause for the incoherencies present in the standard story. 
And it h b as 0 scured the "reflective equilibrium"-approach to rationality 
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The second consequence is that, if we are keen on capt uring action 

'rationali ty in a mathematical model, we are almost automatically led to 

ision theory. For the most natural way to mirror t hat big weighing 
. " 

subjective beliefs and desires is to conceptualize them in some quan-

tative way'; the practically unrivaled candidates for such a quantita

ve conceptualization are, ofcourse, probability measures and utility 

ctions; and then the Bayesian rule of maximizing expected utility is 

most plausible and mathematically simplest model of that weighing 

sand itsoutcome. Of course, this consideration alone cannot es

decision theory; but since the solid "reflective equilibrium"

undwork has already done all to support this mathematical model, it 

be put that simply. 
What is important now is that this model gives us a eomptete account 

an action being rational relative to given beliefs and desires. That 

, any other account working within a comparable conceptualization is 

ther entailed by or contradicts the decision theoretic account. 

trictly speaking, this is not quite true; there may be ties according 

decision theory; andin these cases, but onlyin these cases, another 

may be compatible with decision theory without being entailed 

it. ) 
All that comes to this: We might perhaps quarrel with the received -

lization of subjective beliefs and desires. But if we do not, 

we cannot do full justice to action rationali ty when vlOrking wi th 

than full decision models, and we have all we need for a complete 

acterization of action rationality when working with full decision 

dels. Hence, from this general perspective too, we have no good choice 

to keep a strict decision theoretic course in game theory as every

else where rational action is at issue. 
Now it is at last time to submit the conjecture that game theory was 

ted not so much in action rationality inthe weak sense discussed 

; . ust now, but in the stronger sense of being also based on rational be-

efs and perhaps on rational desires. The rationality of desires, how-

i,i ever, is a very dirn subject. There exists a not totally unclear notion 

'of adesire being rational relative to other given d e si r es, according 

to whether the first might be inferred from the latter by rational be

liefs. But whether there is also some way of judging the rationality of 

".. desires absolutely - this is an open question reminiscent of the grave 

ethical problem whether there are such things as objective values. In 

this situation it is wise not to presuppose absolutely rational desires, 

and this is, of course, wh at every decision or game theorist has done 
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by taking preferences and utillty functions as subjeetively given. Thus, 

we have only to diseuss epistemie rationality to which we finally turn. 

6. The Real I'ssue's (conti'nued) 

First, I should briefly mention a familiar point (in order to forget 

' about it sUbsequently), namely that the decision theoretic account of 

action rationality already assumes a formal minimum of epistemic ratio

nality, i.e. that subjective probabilities behave like mathematical pro

babilities. But this was taken for granted all the time; of course, we 

now have in mind a material property whieh goes beyond this. 

' Actually, it is not so clear that standard game theory really is con

cerned with epistemic rationality and not only with action rationality. 

At least, I could not find good evidence for this in the standard refer

ences (like von Neumann, Morgenstern (1944) or Luce, Raiffa (1957»; 

ihis mayaiso have to do with the somewhat undifferentiated "reflective 

equilibrium"-approach to explicating rationality. But the impression 

,from the end of section 4 that our Bayesian story somehow did not do 

full justice to the standard story points to this concern. The issue 

becomes much clearer, when we look at what Harsanyi has written from 

his kind of Bayesian approach to game theory. For instance, in (1965), 

p.450, he says: 

"The basic difficulty in defining rational behavior in game situations 

i5 the fact that in general each player's strategy will depend on his 

expectations about the other players' strateg ies. Could we assume that 

his expectations were given, then his problem of strategy choice would 

become an ordinary maximization problem: he could simply choose a stra

tegy maximizing his own payoff on the assumption that the other players 

would act in accordance with his given expectations. But the point is 

that game theory cannot regard the players' expectations ab out each oth-

' er's behavior as given; rather, one of the most important problems for 

game ,theory is precisely to decide what expectations intelligent players 

can rationally entertain about other intelligent players' behavior. This 

may be called the problem of mutual 'rational expectations'." 

,< 

In order to solve that problem, he proposes i n (19 66) not only "pos

tulates of rational behavior in a narrower sense", but also "postulates 

of rational expectat i ons"; on p.621 he is t hen very explicit in stating 

that thes e postulates imply "that t h e only variables i nfluencing the 
, 

players' bargaining behavior will be: 

(i) th e pa y o ff s associated with alternative outcomes for each of the 
players, and 
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(ii) the Bubje c ti ve p rob abi Zi t 7:e s e ach player asslgns to different 

:outcomes being accepted or rejected bythe other p l ayer(s). 

Among these variables, only those mentioned under (i ) are inde pe n d e n 't 
, 

riables while the variables under (ii) are themselves determined by 

e variables under (i)." 
This last claim is all-important to Harsanyi's approach and to stand-

, 

game theory as weIl. And I think it is basically wrong. (In fact, if 

' "did not think so, I eould have forborne this paper.) However, I ,eannot 

th i s strictly, since to this end I had to show for each principle 

epistemic rationality one might plausibly entertain that it does not 

from (i) to (ii), and since, with the exception of some basiC prin

es, there is not much a greement as to which principles should be en

tained. Epistemic rationality is just much less elucidated than action 

, ' tionality. No wonder, it is the time-honoured, but still acute problem 

induction in its full philosophical generality. But I shall try to 

plausible why I think Harsanyi's claim to be wrong. Let me start 

recalling some facts about epistemi c rationality. 

o" Firstly, it is clear that one cannot talk absolutely of beliefs b e ing 

ional or not. A person's belief can be said to be rational only in 

lation to the evidence this person has. Part of this relation is expli

in deducti ve logie; whatever follows deductively from the evidence, 

rationally to be believed. Inductive logic and statistics as weIl 

are both more cont roversial) have tried to clear up more of this 

. Here it has become apparent that the rati onality of some epi

state depends also on the prior epistemic state, i:e. that one 

distingu i sh the problem of rational belief change - how is a prior 

istemic state rationally to be modified in the l i ght of new evidence? -

the problem of assessing the rationality of the prior epistemie 

te - which is themore difficult one. Actually, epistemic rationality 

still more complicated; for example, it certainly depends a l so on the 

e in which the beliefs are represented. But such profound intri

ies are not relevant for our discussion. 1
• 

Returning now to Harsanyi's claim, let us imagine again that Charlie 

d ' ormal form and assume some Lucy are engage in some zero-sum game ~n n 
, l't) Let us sup-(where the "R" still stands only f or action rat~ona ~ Y . 

' pose that this does not yet solve the game (Le. t hat the game is like 
, 

our second example in section 4). Now we additionally assume Charlie to 

be epistemically rational. What does this help? Nothing , I think. We have 

already seen in seetion 4 that by deducti ve logie RUM does not imply any

thing which would narrow down Charlie's range of possible probabilities 

b d I k f 1 'bI 'd t' pr1'nc1'ple which would a out LUCy. An now 0 no p aUS1 e 1n uc 1ve 
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do better in this respect. The same holds true of Lucy when we assume 

her to be epistemically rationa1. But then it is of no help to Charlie 

either to believe Lucy to be epistemically rational. And so on. Thus, 

even if we additionally assume that epistemic rationality is mutual 

knowledge of some order among Charlie and Lucy, we are not led to infer 

that they have the subjective probabilities which game theory would like 

them to have. And this is contrary to Harsanyi's claim that we would be 

led to infer so, i.e. that the utilities together with all the rationa

lity we might wish (and with mutual knowledge ot all this) would deter

mine the subjective probabilities. Of course, this reasoning does not 

at all exclude that the assurnption of epistemic rationality might be 

quite effective, when Charlie and Lucy are granted other or more evi

dence than RUM alone. 

But instead of criticizing Harsanyi's claim we should perhaps better 

look at how he sUpports it. In his (1966) paper, however, from which I 

have qu.oted his claim, I have found no such support. There his rationa

lity postulates indeed quite obviously imply that the players' actions 

depend only on (i) and (ii); but he loses no further word about his 

stronger 

which ' he 

claim. Unfortunately, much the same is true of other papers 

explicates the program sketched in (1966). (For these papers 

, 
1n 

see the references of Harsanyi (1965) and (1966).) 

Perhaps our interest is answered by the theory which he has recently 

developed together with Reinhard Selten, and which, proposes a new two

stage procedure towards solving n-person non-cooperative games (cf. Har

sanyi (1975) and (1976»: 

"First, a pr' i or subjective probability di8tribution Pi is assigned 

to the pure strategies of each player i, meant to represent the other 

players' initial expectations ab out player i's likely strategy choice. 

Then, a mathematical procedure, called the tracing proc edure, is used 

to define the solution on the basis of these prior distributions p •• 
1.-

The tracing procedure is meant to provide a mathematical representation 

for the soLution prooe8 S by which rational players manage to coordinate 

their strategy plans and their expectations, and make them converge to 

one specific equilibrium point as solution for t he game." (Harsanyi 

(1976), p.211.) 

This - in its detai l s rather complicated - approach would deserve a 

longer discussion. But let it suffice to indicate why it, too, does not 

seem to diminish our troubles. If we apply the approach to two-person 

zero-sum games, then only its second step, the tracing procedure, is 

relevant (since it drives each prior probability distribution to the 

same equilibrium poi nt, namely to the only one existing). Let us now 
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conside r only one player; assuine Charlie to have some prior distribution 

', over Lucy' s choice set, which is not an equilibri'.lm distribution. Why 

Charlie change these prior probabilities, seemingly without be i ng 

ssitated by some new evidence and according to the tracing procedure, 
• 

ich can hardly be linked up with any general principle of rational be-

.;I;i' .'f change? Why not stick to the prior probabilities which might be 
, 

ll-informed ones (th9u9h they would imply that he does not think that 

knows them - but why should he think so?)? The only reason Harsanyi 

• VeS for indulging in the tracing procedure is just that this prior di

ribution is not an eguilibrium one and that for the reasons retold in 

part 2 of the standard story only eguilibrium points can be rational 

tions of non-cooperative games (cf. Harsanyi (1975), pp.70-75). Thus 

takes for granted what is still in need of clarification for uso 

Let us still look at Harsanyi ( 1973), where he comes nearest to our 

s in trying to overcome the apparent instability of equilibrium 

in mixed strategies which we mentioned critically in our comrnen

to part 4 of the standard story. Ta this end he presents the fol

ing model: Let a non-cooperative n-person game, the "original game", 

given in normal form, with A , ••. ,A being the choice sets of the n 
1 n 

ayer sand wi th V
1

, .•• , V being their utili ty functions on A ? •• • • An · 
n ' 

anyi now thinks that the real game situation may be more realisti-

described by a slightly different game, the "disturbed game", 

the true utilities of each player i are not fixedly given by Vi' 

rather oscil late within a small range around the va lues given by V.' -
of "small stochastic fluctuations in his sub j ective and objec

conditions (e.g., in his mood, taste, resources, social situation, 

.)" (Harsany i (1973), p.2). 'l'he probability laws governing these os-

llations may be different for different players, but 

sumed to know all these distributions. However, each 

, 
each playe r lS 

player knows only 

f his own oscillating uti l ities how they exactly are at the moment of 

,choice. Thus, in the normal form of the disturbed game, a possible pure 
, , ' 

strategy of player i is a function which teIls hirn for each possible 

version of his true utility function which action to choose from Ai' 

, ' The players' utili ty functions for the nOLlual form of the disturbed 
t, -- _ 

game 
~,. '., , 

i~';, ' , 

',"I,::, 
" '" 
, '" ':: ;; 

~. 
" . , 
{, , 

;:!; .. 

are then imrnediately to be inferred from the above description. 

Now Harsanyi was able to prove essentially this: the disturbed game 

has at least one equilibrium point; each equilibrium point of the dis

turbed game is in pure strat egies; if the players choos e pure strategi e s 

being in equilibrium in the disturbed game, then, according to the pro

bability laws for the utilities, these choices come down to mixe,d stra

tegies in the original game which are approx i mately in equilibrium there 
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the smaller the range bf oscilla-

tion around the Vi's. This solves the stability problem, since in the 

disturbed game equilibriums are stable because being in pure strategies, 

and since choosing a pure strategy in the disturbedgame implies choos

ing a randomized strategy in the original game; moreover, randomization 

comes about here because of the oscillation of the utilities and need 

not be carried out intendedly by the players. 

It seems as if this model could provide the long sought justification 

or the epistemic assumptions (3), (6), and (9) in .our "theorems". But at 

what costs dces it do so? It has other strong assumptions instead. The 

conception of oscillating utilities is reminiscent of Thurstone's method 

of treating psychological variables as random variables (cf. Thurstone 

(1945». This method was an important contribution to mathematical psy

Cholo9y, but, roughly, a severe, acknowledged difficulty of this method 

is to determine the distributions of these random variables (cf. Laming 

(1973), ch.2). Thus, in asense, Harsanyi requires our players to be bet-

terThurstonian psychologists than our able scientists. But one need not 
• 

interpret the oscillation of utilities as an objective probabilistic 

indeterIninateness of the utilities; one might interpret the probability 

, laws for these oscillations as expressing the sub j ectiveuncertainties 

of thc players about one another. Then, however, it would be gUite mys

terious why the uncertainty about the utilities of, say, player i has 

exactly the same form for all other players. Now this last objection 

does not apply to two-person games (because there is only one other 

player). But even then the reinterrretation will not do, since the uti

lity functions of the disturbed game .are assumed there to be known to 

each player; and this requires that everyone's probability distribution 

for the other players' utilities in the original game is known to each 

player. Thus, however interpreted, one can hardly be happy ",ith the as-
. , 

sumptions of Harsanyi's (1973) model. Besides, it still takes for gran-

tedthat only equilibrium behaviour is rational in games with equili

briumpoints in pure strategies. 

00 we have to despair in finding some kind of justification for (3), 

(6), and (9)? \'Ie indeed have to, I think, if we are looking for it in 

the field defined by .lhat I have ca lIed Harsanyi' s claim, Le. only in 

the game situation at hand. In fact, this section has nm; led us exactly 

into the predicament where we ended up in section 4. And the way out was 

already hinted at there: we need n o t confine the evidence on which the 

epistemic rationality of the players is operating to the game situation 

at hand. After all, \,e might as weIl ask for some support or evidence 

for the assumptions (4), (5), (7), a nd ( 8), which are epistemic ones, 
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töo (by assuming Charlie to believe something). Here it is very clear 

.... tl)ata player' s belief of his fellows being rational and having such and 
• ,I 
' such utilities cannöt be evide~ced in the given game situation alone ; 

ther it can ·önlybe acguired through lang and rich human e xperience 

, (the details of which are obscure). Thus, this might also be the appro

iate field of evidence for (3 L, (6), and (9); in particular, a player 

.have been in game situations a great many times, and he may thereby 

. . ve foLltled the beliefs we would like hirn to have. In fact, Brown (1951) 

already brought up this idea in connection with his iterative pro-

s of approximating equilibrium points of twp-person zero-sum games by 

titious playing, which i s also called theBrown-Robinson process 15
• 

. me adapt this process to a rather simple story about Charlie and 

• 

Suppose that Charlie and LUCy play a certain zero-sum game in normal 

where their choice sets and utility functions are given, respective

, by Al and A
2

, and Ul = U and U
2

= - U . They play it not once, but many, 

sibly infinitely many times. But they are simple-minded, they d9 not 

nceive the situation as a supergame, they even do notthink about the 

~}er being rational and having such and such utilities. In each play 

they only maximize their expected utility as determined by their utility 

and their momentary subjective probabilities for the other's 

. Still, they are epistemically rational in adjusting their pro-

lities in the light of past experiences: ' 

However, we da not want to be so restricti ve as to assume that both 

n~forill to what is called the straight rule J6
, i.e. that after the n-th 

aytheir probabil ities for the other's actions in the n+1-st play are 

tical with the relative frequencies of the other's actions in the 

, irst n plays; by assuming this we would exactly copy the original Brown

.• Robinson process. We want to be a bit more liberal, in order to connect 

... • the process at issue with established principles of epistemic rationali-

We 

which 

first assurne that they follow the ruleof c9nditionalization, 

says that someone's probability P ~,(C) for same event C at some 
v -. time t ' i5 to be equal to his conditional probability for C at 

some earlier time t , where E is the experience he has gathered between 

t and t '. This is the most basic rule of ,rational belief change. 17 For 

Charlie, e.g. this means that after n plays his probabilities for Lucy's 

actions in the n+1-st play are his prior probabilities for these condi-

, tionalized by what she has done in the first n plays. ' 
'Secondly, in order to retain the merits of the straight rule, we as

sume that they sati·sfy the so-called axiom of converg'ence or Reichen-
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bach aXLom, which says for Charlie, e.g., that the difference between 

his probabilities for Lucy's actions in the n+1-st play and the relativ~ 

frequencies of these actions in the first n plays, whatever they are, 

converges to zero (for n ->"'). Thus, one might say that the Reichenbach 

, axiom ensures that in the end experience gets the upper hand of prior 

conceptions; it is therefore generally considered as a further minimal 

requirement of epistemic rationality.18 

Now, if Charlie and Lucy have this much epistemic and action rationa~ 

lity, and if the original game has exactly one equilibrium point con

sisting of Charlie's (mixedor pure) strategy s1 and Lucy's s2,then we 

have: for each a E Al ' the rela ti ve frequency wi th which Char lie chaos es 

a in the described game process converges to the probability with whic h 

a shows up in s1' and the corresponding is true of LUCy. Because of this 

Charlie also tends to develop the appropriate belief (3) about Lucy, a nti 

viceversa for Lucy.19 Thus, in the given special case this story meet s 

all the demands arisen in our discussion above. 

My point in telling this (mathematically trivially) Iiberalized ver-

sion of the Brown-Robinson process is, to repeat it, not to remind us 

of something like the intuitive attractiveness o f the Brown-Robinson 

idea; this would be superfIuous. Rather, it is that s a me such story muat 

b e t o ld, if we want to have reasonable theoretical grounds for such 

epistemic premisesas (3), (6), and (9), which in turn must be incIuded 

in game theoretic theorizing, i f it is to be unassaiIable. And this is 

so . beCause only such stories about game Iearning processes can give a 

, theoretical account of the evidence Ieading epistemically rational play

ers to the beliefs (3), (6), and (9) - an evidence which, as I have ar

gued, cannot be found in the given game situation alone. 

, One might object that there are many ways of coming to the beliefs -
(3), (6), and (9) - the s implest one being that an advisory game theo-

rist tellsthe players what to do and to believe (perhaps by telling 

the standard story of section 3) and that the players believe hirn. Of 

course, it may and often does go this way. But th i s is of no help to 

the game theorist: Firs tly, he would nOT want to restrict his theory 

to people enlightened by hirn, and secondly, he certainly has no theory 

at all about the communicative exchange between him and the players, 
• l.e. no theory about this way of c oming to the beliefs (3), (6), and 
(9) • 

On the other hand, it must be admitted that the theory of game learn

ing processes is not in a too promising shape. The Brown-Robinson pro

cess and its liberalization are nice examples, b u t it hardly extends 

beyond the domain of two-person zero-sum games (cf. Rosenmüller (1971» 
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'. However, the assumptions of the Brown-Robinson process are rather poor; 

Charlie and Lucy are there not even treated as genuine game theore

subjects,bec,,"-use according to these assumptions each of them has 

see the other as ' some irregular die whose propensity of landing with 

is or' that side up has to be found out. Thus, the natural idea would 

to enrich the assumptions of the game learning process by treating 

and LUCY as game theoretic subjects, Le. by letting them know 

other's utilities and by letting them theorize about the other's 

states. Whether such assumptions would make game learning 
, 

'~cesses move to the desired result in more generalthan only two-per-

zero-sum games, is, however, a very open question. -

The long and the short of all this: In the absence of more concrete 

at least a general moral may be drawn from the previous dis

sion. Di stinguish strictly between action rationality and epistemic 

tionality. If your eoncern is action rationality, then design full 

:J.sion models for your subjeets and deteLllline rational action by the 

of maximizing expected utility; and if this alone does not satisfy 

, if you seareh for some ac count for the epistemic assumptions writ-

,ten into the decision models, then keep strictly to some rules of epis

temic rationality as basic and as widely aeceptable as possible. Other-, 
theoretieal and foundational confusion threatens.

20 

, 1 The problems of the normal form exhibi ted by Selten (1975) hav7 no 
' bearing on my considerations, whieh therefore apply as weIl to hJ.s J.m
' proved conception. 

2 For this action theoretic topic cf. e.g. Churchland (1970). 

i, 3 T,hough it is not the only and in my view even not the best one; cf. 
Spohn (1978), ch.2. 

', ~ Cf. e.g. Stegmüller (1970), eh.III-V, and (1973a), ch.VIII, or Putnam 
:, (1 975), eh. 1 1 , 1 2, and 22. 
" 5 Similarly. a good and unified view of a strategically thinking and 

acting person is as one which theorizes deeision-theoretically about 
his or her own future action; cf. Spohn (1978), cb-.4. 

• Cf. e.g. Lewis (1969) and Schiffer (1972). 
7 For all details see Savage (1954), sect. 5.5, and Spohn (1978), sect. 
2.3 and 3.6 . 
a Since in Sav'age (1954) the decision rule is to maximize expected uti
lity, it is no wonder that his reduetion method likewise operates with 
expected utilities. 

9 Cf. e.g. Luce, Raiffa (1957), p.75. 
10 It may be worth noting here that the attempts of explaining S1ngle
case probabilities in terms of long-run considerations have also proved 
to be inconclusive; cf. Hacking (1965), ch.IV. 
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11 In fact, I am a bit asharned of the triviality of our "theorer(\s". I 
had hoped to present something more informative; and indeed, there are 
many assumptions, maybe weaker, maybe more plausible, which one might 
try instead of RUE. However, I have found no assurnption as effective as 
RUE. But, after all, mathematical novelty is not my aim here. 

12 Let me note by th e way, that (1), (2 ), (4), (5), (7), and (8) are 
Charlies's half of no stronger RUM than RUM2 and that (1) - (9) are Char - , 

lie's half of no stronger RUE than RUE 2 . This i s welcome, I thirik, since
i 

it seems that the h igher we climb up the RUM- or the RUE-hierarchy, the 
mOre we lose ourselves in oddities. 

1 3 Cf. e.g. Hempel ( 1961/62) or Churchland (1970) and other literature 
on rational explanation and explanation of actions. 

I~ This implies a trivial, but, I think, pertinent side rer(\ark: narnely 
that rational belief and true belief must be strictly distinguished. 
Though probably most rational beliefs are true, most truths could only 
irrationally believed today (because OUr evidence is so poor), and many 
rational beliefs are false (because our evidence often is misleading) . 
This is not to say that rational and true belief would not be interre
lated, but the nature of that connection is a deep and open philosophi
cal problem (cf. Peirce (1960), vol.V, §§384-385f405-408, or Putnarn 
(1978». Now the game th eorist assurnes his players to have many true 
beliefs, e.g. wh e n he thinks the players to know the objective probabi
lities of chance moves, or when h e assumes some RUM (all the 2n beliefs 
imputed, say, to Lucy by RUM are true according to RUM ); and the point 

n n 
is that, whenever he does so, he introduces a genuine, new assumption 
which can in no way be accounted f or by the epistemic rationality of 
the players alone. It seems to me that the standard story was not alway s , 

quite clear about this point; for instance, when assuming not more than 
first order bel iefs about rationality etc. (cf. part 1 of our standard 

,story) the (wrong) idea might have been that the higher order beliefs 
somehow fall in by the rationality assumed. 

, 15 Because Robinson (19 5 1) has proved that Brown's i dea works - cf. also 
Luce, Raiffa (1957), pp.442ff. 

16 Cf. e.g.Carnap ( 1952 ), §14. 

17 The straight rule is not compatible with the rule of conditionaliza
tion, i.e. there is in general no prior probability measurewith respect 
to which conditionalization yields the posterior probabilities dictated 
by the straight rule. In fact, this is the strongest theoretical ground 
for rejecting the straight rule. Cf. Carnap (1952), §14. 

18 CL Stegmüller (1973b), pp. 502ff. - One might find it objectionable 
that the Reiche nbach axiom expresses a limit property of subjective pro
babil i ties and says as such nothing about their actual form. However, 
there are "actual" properties of prob abilities, mos t ,notably symmetry 
properti es , which are known to impl y the Reichenbach axiom. Cf. Carnap, 
Jef f rey (1971), parts 4 and 5. 

19 All this is easi ly proved; Robinson's (1951) proof concerning the 
Brown-Robinson process simply extends to our somewhat liberalized ver
sion. If there should be more than one equil ibrium point, a more compli
cate d, but equally satisfying proposition holds true; cL Robinson (1951) 
However, i n contrast to the Brown-Robinson process, nothing can here be 
said about the convergence rate, because the Reichenbach axiom assumes 
nothing about convergence rates. 

20 I warmly thank Prof. Reinhard Selten for encouragement and healthy 
scepticism, Ulrike Haas and Andreas Kemmerling for advise in putting 
and arranging things, Clara Seneca for checking my English, and the 
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